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From the work of Shannon one knows that if is possible to signal over an

erroT-mahing binary channel with arhitrarihj small probability of error in

the delivered information. The effects of errors produced in the channel are

to be eliminated, according to Shannon, by nsing an error correcting code.

Shannon's proof that such codes e.rist does not provide a practical scheme

for constructing them, however, and the explicit construction and study of

such codes is of considerable interest.

Particularly simple codes in concept are the ones called here close packed

strictly o-orror-correctiiig (Ihe terminology is explained later). It is shoivn

that for such a code to e.vist, not only must a condition due to Hamming be

satisfied, but also another condition. The main residt may be put asfollows:

a close-packed strictly e-error-correrting code 07i n, n > c, places cannot

exist unless e of the coefficient vanish in (1 + .i")''(l — x)""^"* when this is

expanded as a polynomial in x.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we investigate a certain problem in combinatorial

analysis which arises in the theory of error correcting coding. A develop-

ment of coding theory is to be foviiid in the papers of Hamming' and

Shainioii'-; this section is intendetl primarily as a presentation of the

terminology used in subsequent sections.

We take (0, 1) as the range of binary \-ariables. By an n-word we mean

a sec|uence of n symbols, each of which is or 1. We call the individual

symbols of an «-word the letters of the 7!-word. We denote by B„ the

set consisting of all the 2" possible distinct ?i-words. The set B„ may be

mapped onto the vertices of an ?i-diniensional cube, in the usual way,

by regarding an /i-word a.s an /(-dimensional Cartesian coordinate ex-

pression. The distance d{ii, r) lietwecn ?7-words u and v is defined to be

the nunil)er of places in which the letters of u and ; dilTer; on the «-cube,

this is seen to be the smallest number of edge.s in path.s along edges be-

tween the vertices corresponding to // and v. The weight of an ?T-word n
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is the number of I's in the sequence u; it is the distance between u and

the 7i-word 00- -0, all of whose letters are 0.*

A binary block code of size K on n places is a class of K nonempty dis-

joint subsets of Bn where in each of the K sets a single n-word is chosen

as the code word of the set.f Each such set is the detection region of the

code word it contains, and we shall say that any n-word which falls in a

detection region belongs to the code word of the detection region. The

set consisting of those 7i-words which do not lie in any detection region

we call limbo.t A close packed code is one for which limbo is an empty

set; i.e., a code in which the detection regions constitute a partition

(disjoint covering) of Bn

A sphere of radius r centered at n-word u is the set [v:d{%t, v) ^ r] of

n-words v which differ from n in r or fewer places. A binary block code is

e-error-correding if each detection region includes the sphere of radius e

centered at the code word of the detection region. We say that a binary

block code is strielly e-error-eorrecting if each detection region is exactly

the sphere of radius e centered at the code word of the detection region.

This paper is devoted to the consideration of close packed strictly

e-error-correcting binary block codes. We shall refer to such a code as

an e-code, for brevity. Hamming' observes that a necessary condition

for the existence of an c-code on n places is that

i+«+^M^i-i)+ +(r) ^^^

be a divisor of 2". In this paper we derive an additional necessary condi-

tion. Our condition includes as a special case a condition of Golay for

the existence of e-codes of group type, and applies to all e-codes, whether

or not they are equivalent to group codes.

§

* If B„ is regarded as a subset of the real linear vector space consisting of all

sequences a = («i , «2 ,
•

, a..) of » real numbers, then the "weight" of an n-word

is simply the A norm (defined as
||
a \U = J^" \

a,. |), and our "distance" is the

metric derived from this norm.
. , , , r

t The term "block code", due to P. Elias, serves to distingmsh the codes ot

fixed length considered here from the codes of unbounded delay introduced by

Elias, Reference 3.
- j i

J In a communications system^ using such a code, the transmitter sends only

code words. If, due to errors in handling binary symbols, the receiver delivers

itself of an 7(-word other than a code word then: (a) if the ?(-word lies in a detec-

tion region, one assumes that the code word of the detection region was intended;

(b) if the n-word lies in limbo, one makes a note to the elToct that errors have

occurred in handling the word Imt that one is not attempting to guess what they

were .

§The terms "group alphabet" (Slepian=), "systematic code" (Hammingi),

"symbol code" (Golav^), "chock symbol code" (Elias*), "parity check code", are

roughly 8^nonymous."Mo^e precisely, a group code is a parity check code in which

all of the parity check forms are homogeneous ("even"), so that 00 • is one

of the code words; see Reference 5.
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II. DISTRIBUTION' OF fODE WOHDH

Suppose an e-code on n placo.s iw given. Let us inquire an to the dis-

tribution of weights of code words. We denote by v^ the number of code

words of weight s, ^ s ^ «, and by

G{.r) = E v.x" (2)

the generating function for these numbers, with .r a complex but other-

wise free variable. We .show in this section that G(x) satisfies a certain

inhomogeneous linear differential equation of order e.

If there exists an c-code on n places then this differential etiuation will

have G{x) as a polijnomial .solution; the necessary condition for the

existence of an e-code on n places given in Section 4 is essentially a

restatement of this fact.-* First, however, we mui^t derive the differential

equation and obtain its solutions.

If iVa is a code worti of the given c-code (1 ^ a ^ K), define the set

of J-nei(jhl>ors of Wa as the set of //-words which lie at distance exactly j'

from Wa ; designate this .set by Sj{Wa). {So(wa) is the set whose only

element is Wa itself.) Our derivation is based on the observation that, in

an e-code on n places',
"

U U Sjiwa) = B„^ (3)

is a partition of B„ . For, the detection regions: ' ' -

e

U .S'Xuv), I ^ a ^ K

are disjoint, and in each such .sum representing a detection region the

summands are disjoint (the distance function being single valued).

Furthermore, each /(-word of B„ lies in some detection region (close

packed property) and hence appears in one of the sets Sj(Wa) for some
a and for some j satisfying ^ J ^ e.

The set

* The aiillior is not yel ahle to doiiioiistrate the roiiverae. That is, suppose oue
obtains a polynomial solution G(i) of (11), below, sat isf,ving appropriate boundary
conditions, and from it, aome coefficipiits !<. , g s g n. It does not follow from
the methods of this article that there is actiially some e-code on n places for
which these v, represent the number of code words of weight s.
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consists of the n-words wliich are ^neighbors of some (not specified)

code word; let us refer to these /i-words simply as j-neighbors. Denote by

Cj., the number of ^-neighbors which are of weight s {with vq,, = Cg , as

above). Applying (3) to the 7i-words of weight s, we see that

.. + .'1..+ +^.. =("), O^s^ rt (4)

is the total number of «-words of weight s. If we multiply (4) by x" and

sum on s, we have

G(x) + G,(aO + • + a(.T) = (I + xY (5)

where

Giix) = i; vi,,x (6)
1-0

is the generating function (with respect to s) for the numbers c/,, .

We now express Gjix), ^ j ^ e, in terms of G(x). Suppose code

word w is of weight s; that is, w consists of s ones and n — s zeros in

some order. A j-neighbor of w is obtained by choosing j places out of n

and changing the letters of w in these places, O's to I's and I's to O's. If,

in this procedure, q of the I's of w are changed to O's, so that j - q of

the O's are changed to I's, then the resulting j-neighbor of w is of weight

s _ 5 + (
j _ q). Now, there are (

*

J
ways of choosing q places among

the s where the letters of m are 1, and there are independently ( _ ^

)

ways of choosing j - q places among the n - s where the letters of w

are 0. Thus, of the (j^.j different j-neighbors of w, the number I

J

\
~

] are of weight s + j - 2q. We may regard each of these as con-

\3 - Q/

tributing X-x'^''^" to the generating function Gj{x) of (6) (provided

^ J ^ e, so that there is no overlap); hence, summing over all j-neigh-

bors of a code word and then over all code words,

s\(n — s\ s+j-i'i

ff.W = E - E : -"'-'" Oij^e* (7)

s=o ,,=0 \Q/\.] '//

From the easily verified polynomial identity

* The limitB (0, ^) on the q summation are merely for convenicnt'e; the_ bi-

nomial coefficients vanish outside the proper range, imder the usiml ronvention.
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(w, s integers, ^ s ^ n) it follows that

where contour C is, say, a small circle around the origin, taken posi-

tively. Thus

^ LjG{x)

where the operator Lj is thus defined. Change of integration variable

gives

Tr(r-) - ^^ ~ ^'^"'"'

f g(g) dz

m
'c, (1 - xzy-'+^{z - .r)'+i

(1 - a;')"+' a' (?(s)

j[ dzi (1 - x3)"-'+^

(with C'l a small circle enclosing x but not x"^, x~ ^ 1). Thus Lj may be

regarded as a linear differential operator of orders, (Lo = 1).

Using this result, (5) may be given the form

(1 + .r)" = [Lo + Li + + UG{x)

= MG(x)

this last expression as a definition of operator il/. Written as a differential

equation, (10) is

±(^/r'f(^-r>),.qi^^a + .r (id
p-o p! r=o \ ' / axp

It is straightforward that the only singularities of this equation are

I'egular singularities at .r ^ dzl, ^-

.

III. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

In this section wc discuss (11) without reference to the fact that G(x)

is supposed to Ijc a generating function. That is to say, with n and e
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fixed but arbitrary non-negative integers, we denote by

G(x) = i: v.x' (12)
a=n

any solution of (11) regular in the unit circle.

It proves convenient to introduce certain functions /„.j(.r) defined by

f„.i(x)^ (1 + aO*(l - -r)""*

(13)

s=0

where the coefficients tp„(n, ^) are given Ijy

..K0 = E(-ir(V%i,-) (»)

Here, ^ is to be regarded as a free complex variable. By (1 + .r)*(l - .r)"
*

we moan exp (^ log (1 + x) + (n - ^) log (1 - :*)), each logarithm

vanishing at x - 0. As a function of x this function is single valued in,

say, the .r-plane cut on (- ^, -1] and [1, y:), and the series (13) con-

verges to it in:
I

a:
I

< 1.

Binomial coefficients are defined liy

/A ^ r(r + 1)

\sj s!r(f + 1 - s)

^(^-l)...(^-,+ l) ^^^
si

when f is not an integer, and <fi,(n, ?) is seen to be a polynomial in f of

degree s:

The recurrence relation

¥'o(n, f) + iPiin, ^) + • - + ^.(«, i) = >P^i^' - 1, f) (IG)

obtained by expanding the various factors [ ]
in the identity

[(1 + 0^)^(1 - XY'-'WO - .T)-] = [(1 + X)\l - X)"-'-']

is an important one. We note also for reference that

Mn, ^) = 1

<p,{n,n - ^) = (-1)V.(», £)

f ^ /"'A (17)

^,(n-l,n) = l + (i)+ •• +C
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valid for all n, ^ and non-negative integers s. We see, by the way, that

Ve{n — 1, 7i) is simply the Hamming expression (1).

The function /„,£(x) has the property that

at least if, say, given x,
\ y \

is small enough. From this and (8) for the

operator Lj it is apparent that

Lifn,i{x) = <P:{n, Ofn.iix) (19)

Similarly, using (19) and (10), or directly from (10) for the operator il/,

MUi{x) = [Lo + Li + • • + Le]U,i(x)

(20)
= Mn - 1, &..,(x)

If f^ is one of the roots of the polynomial <pe(n — 1, f) then (20) be-

comes

il/(l + x)^\l - .r)"-^« =

If we assume for the moment for simplicity that tp^(/i ~ 1, ?) has e

distinct roots ^^ , 1 g /3 ^ c, then (11) has as complementary function

where the .4^ are e arbitrary constants.

Fortunately, the function (1 + .r)" = f,i.T,(x) is also a member of the

family (13); hence

il/(l + a:)" = ^,(/i - 1, «)(1 + x)"

and the function

(1 + xr
iP,{n - l,n)

is a particular integral of (11). [We see from (17) that tpc{n — 1, n) does

not vanish in cases of interest.] Finally, when the roots of ipc(n — 1, |)

are distinct, the general solution of (11) must be of the form

G(x) = -^ + •'/'
, + i: Asd + .r)^^(l - .r)"-«^ (21)

If <pe(n — 1, ^) has multiple roots then the general solution will con-

tain additional terms

(const.) (1 + .lO^^d - x)"-^' ['-^] (22)
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i.e., the m"' derivative of /„,iCr) with respect to $, with m any positive

integer less than the multiplicity of root ^^ .

Before applying these results to c-codes in detail, let us derive a cer-

tain niodiHeation of (21). First, we see from (17) that if 11 is a positive

integer, then n is not one of the roots of <pein — 1, $). If the roots f^

of <p,{» - I, ^) are distinct and if A^ , \ ^ ^ c, are any e numbers

then a polynomial e(^) of formal degree c is uniquely determined by the

e + 1 conditions:

d(b) = i^a
- nWin - 1, ^a)As

,

1 ^ ^ ^ ^*

6{n) = 1

using, e.g., the Lagrange interpolation formula. It is obvious that 0(x),

(21), may be expressed in terms of this polynomial as

2in Jr (^ - ii)<p..in - 1, $)

where F is any simple closed contour surrounding the roots: n, ^i , h ,

• •

, ^, of the denominator of the integrand; (the numerator is an entire

function of ^ provided x 5^ 1).

Analysis a little more detailed shows that even if <Pe{ti - 1, has

multiple roots the general solution of (U) can be represented in the

form (24), again with e(^) any polynomial of formal degree e such that

e{n) ^ ]. The e constants of integration appear as the e + 1 parameters

of 8{^) restricted by e(n) = l.f

Expansion of the integrand in (24) according to (13) yields the form

,,=J- [ gf(^>f^(^)^ _rf^ s=0,h2, ... (20)
'^'

27rJr(f - n)^,(:n - 1, |)

for the coefficients of G(x), (12).

If we denote by

L,(?(.r) ^ Gj(x) = i: vs^ (26)
fl-O

the result of applying the operator Lj to any solution (24) of (11), then

it is straightforward that

^ 1

I
a_+ x)'(i - .r-^.Anm)

,, (^7)
'

2x1 Jr (^ - n)<p,{;n - 1,^)

* The prime denotes differentiation with respect to f

.

t UG{x) of (24) is tosarisfv (U) it is suffieient that fl(f) be any function regular

within (and <ni) P and that fl(«) = 1, as may be easily vprified. Since G(i) depends

on e{{) oidy l>v wav of the values of fi(f) at tlie zeros of the denominator in (24),

the condition 'that"0{^) be a polynomial of formal degree c serves merely to deter-

mine d(^) iiiiiiiuely for a given solution G{x).
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and that

"j.- = .S—• / /^ ^
7

1 ^y "£, 5 = 0, 1, (28)

(31)

(An interesting reciprocity vj,^ = Vsj is apparent from (28). In an e-code

one has (number of ^'-neighbors of weight s) = (number of s-neighbors

of weight j) only for ^ s, j S c, since LjG(x) is the generating func-

tion for ./-neighbors only if ^ j ^ e.)

IV. BOUND.VHY CONDITIONS

The coefficients v,
, (25), of any .solution of (11) satisfy the relation:

,„ + ,^ 4- . . . + ,„ = 1 f r^rff = 1 (29)
2in Jr ^ — n

by virtue of (16) and the normaUzing condition d{n) = 1.

Withy an integer such that ^ 7 ^ <, denote by

G''\.r) = Z I'/^'x^ (30)

a solution of (11) which satisfies the c boundary conditions

.0'^^ ^ V^' - - ..-/^' =0

-7+1'^' = ".J'' - - ^-.'^^ =

We must have Vy'^^ ^ 1 in such a solution, from (29). Thus the condi-

tions (31) are equivalent to specifying the values of G'^'(.r) and its first

c — 1 derivatives at the ordinary point x ^ of (11), so that such a

solution (j'''\x) exists and is uniquely determined.
'^

Given an e-code on n places, each /(-word of B„ lies at distance e or

less from exactly one code word; namely, the code word to which it

belongs. In particular, the /(-word 00- -0 must lie at (Hstance e or less

from a single code word. That is to say, there is exactly one code word

in the sphere of radius e centered at 00- 0. If this code word is of

weight 7, then the generating function for the given r-code can be none

other than the solution (V*^V.r) of (11) defined in the preceding para-

graph .

If there exists an c-code on n places in which the code word of least

weight is of weight 7, then there can be derived from it an c-code on ?i

places in which the code woi'd of least weight is of weight 7', where 7'

is any integer satisfying 0^7'^ c. The transformation is that of choos-

ing certain places among n and then changing the letters of each H-word

of B„ in these places, O's to I's and 1 's to O's. (Such a transformation
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corresponds to one of the operations of the orthogonal group which

leaves invariant the n-cuho representing B„ .) Metric properties in fi„

are invariant under such a transformation, clearly, and an e-code is

transformed into an e-code. Thus if there exists any e-code on n places

then (11) must have e + 1 distinct polynomial solutions G'^'(.t), satis-

fying boundary conditions (31) for each ease 7 = 0, 1, , e.

In (25) for the coefficients v, , move contour r out to a circle sufficiently

large that the expansion

1 _ ^'
_u

(const.)

(f-n)Mn- l.^T ~W^'^ "P^ ^ '

converges on T. Suppose that the polynomial e{^), of formal degree e, is

of actual degree/: 6(0 - c^^ + 0(i^"'), c ^ 0, where ^ /^^
e. Then

the numerator of the integrand in (25) is of the form: {2'c^' /s!) +
0(^''^'"*), and it is clear that

^, =0 Ogs^e-/-l

Hence, if ^'^'(^) denotes the polynomial which gives G^''\x) in the repre-

sentation (24), then 8^''\^) must be of actual degree e - y.

A particularly simple rase is the one 7 = e; the polynomial 0'''(f)

must be of degree zero, and is determined by the normahzation as

d^'\^) = 1. Thus

««.(,) i.r(i+4!(L^df (32)
27rt Jr (? - n)<p,{n - 1,?)

From this we have immediately the following

Theorem.: If there exists an e-code on n places then the equation

^^(jj - 1, ^) -^ in $ has e distinct integer roots.

Proof: If there exists an e-code on n places, then there exists an e-code

on n places in which the code word of least weight is of weight e. The

solution (32) of (11) must be the generating function for this e-code;

hence (32) must reduce to a polynomial of formal degree n. If Vc(n - 1, k)

had multiple roots then noncancelling logarithmic terms (22) would

appear in the G^'\x) of (32). Thus <pe{n - 1, k) must have c distinct

roots ^^ , 1 g |3 ^ c. Each solution (1 + .r)'^(l - ^r)" ^^ of the homo-

geneous equation appears in G^'\x) with nonvanishing coefficient:

A, =
(?^ - n)^/(rt - 1,1^)
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Since G'-'\x) must be a polynomial in .r, it must be expressible as a

polynomial in 1 + .r; hence each root ^^ must be an integer.* (It is not

necessary to require further that g f3 ^ ?i, since it follows easily from

(14) that any real root of <p^(n — 1, ^) satisfies ^ $s ^ /( — 1 provided

7i and e are integers such that ^ e ^ n.)

As a corollary we have that if c is odd then Ji must be odd. This follows

from the theorem and the fact that h{n — 1) is a root of (pe(n — 1, f)

when e is odd, from (17).

We consider next the case 7 = 0. If 00- • -0 is a code word, then its

r-neighbors are the n-words of weight e. Furthermore, the /(-words of

weight less than e belong to the code word 00- '0, and can be e-neigh-

bors neither of 00- -0 nor of any other code word. Hence it must be

true that

G/'(.t) =
(^fj

x' -\- 0(x'^') (33)

With (?«*•" (.t) represented in the form (27), divide the factor ,p,(n, ^)8^°\})

in the numerator by the denominator; the result will be

fein, ^)e''^(^) = {(^ - n)Mn - 1, OM) + K^) (34)

with quotient g(^) a polynomial of degree e — ] and remainder r(f) a

polynomial of formal degree c. The term involving g(^) obviously con-

tributes nothing to G/^^.r) in (27), so that from (33) and arguments
similar to those giving G'''(.r), above, ?(|) must be the constant

r(?) = ('') = <pM, n)

From (34) we then obtain the values of e^'^'(^) at the poles of the inte-

grand in (24), and thus

Before obtaining G^''\x) explicitly for intermediate values of 7, we
must first discuss a certain set of recursion relations holding lietween the

coefficients v, of any solution of (11). These relations are

E {-\r^'K,.v. ^0, p = 1,2, ••-, (36)
s=c-p+l

* The condition of Golay for I lie existence of group codes, obtained l).v difTerent
inomiH, is essentially that ¥'((" —1,0 Imve at least one root an integer. VA.\ (4)
of Reference 4, iu view of (16), above.
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where we define v, = for s < and where the coefficients kp,, are

'--§(:)(:::)C-;^)
(The derivation of (36) is given in Appendix A.) Equations (36), written

out, are of the form

kl, eVe — A'l, e+\Ve+-[ =

/i2, e-lVe-l — /''S, e *'e + ^'2, e+lJ^t+I — ^2, e+H^a+a = ^

froni which we see that (36) may be used to determine

recursively hi terms of

We see also that if

Vc = Ve-l = • — Vy+1 =

(mth 7 such that ^ 7 ^ c - 1) then

This has the following interpretation in terms of e-codes. It is well known

(and obvious) that two different code words in an e-code must be sepa-

rated by distance at least 2e + 1. Hence if the code word of least weight

in an e-code is of weight 7 then all other code words are of weight not

less than 2c + 1 — 7. In the generating function for such a code it must

be the case that not only

G'-'\x) = x^ -1- 0(x''+')

but in fact

G'-'^ix) = x'' -{- Oix''^'-') (38)

Equations (36) insure that this condition is satisfied automatically.*

As a particular case of (38), we have

G^'\x) = 1 + ^{.x''^\

We see that if we apply the operator L^ to G""(a;) there T^ill result

LyG'-'^ix) = <p,{n, nyx' + 0(x^'-''-^) (39)

* It ia also net'cssiiry for the existence of fin c-codc that (36) determine r.+i ,

j't+a ,
• as non-iiegative integers when c, , Vc-i , ,

va are those of (31). This

condition is discussed a little further in Appendix A.
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using the differential operator form for L-y, (9). On the other hand, the

function

is a solution of differential equation (11), in view of the discussion fol-

lowing (24). From (39) we see that this function can be none other

than G''''(.r). Finally, applying I.y to G''"(.r) in the form (35), we have
explicitly

G'"(,t) = '/ + f ^ +^^ t
<p^{n ~ 1,70 'Pyi^}^) /»-i

<Pyin, f,)(l + aO^-'Cl - xy-'^
n <- ^

^^^^

(J < 7 < e.

s^.(»,l;»)(f^- '0^/(« - 1,^^)

V. EXAMPLES

The known eases where the condition of Hamming is satisfied are the

following:

Case I: e = 0, n ^ 1

The Hamming expression (1) reduces to unity. In fact,

Mn - 1, ^) = 1,

and the condition that all roots bo integers is vacuous. The generating

function for code words is (uniquely):

<?'^.r) = 1^ + f ^

= (1 + a-)"
^o(« - 1, h)

Each ?i-word of B„ is a detection region and thus a code \\'ord. There is

no error correction.

Case II: e ^ 1, ;; = e

The Hamming expression becomes the sum of all the terms in the bi-

nomial expansion of (1 + 1)". The "codes" in this class consist of a single

code word surrounded by its detection region consisting of the sphere

B„ of radius n. No signalling is possible, of course, but our methods still

apply.

From the representation

^'^"' ^^ = 2^- 1 ^^ ^^

(42)

2Tri Jc V

(1 + 2vY .

av
•+1(1 + v)"-'^^
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(valid for all n, ^) we have immediately

^.(«-l.f) =2"Q = 2:{(f-l)---(f-n + l)

and the roots are 0, 1, -,?(- - 1. The generating function G^"\x) of

(32) becomes*

2"e4S£!(» - f)!' ^ '
'

= i[(l+x) -(1 -.r)r =.r"

as one might expect. The explicit form for <p«(n, g) is somewhat com-

plicated, but for ^ an integer it follows immediately from definition (13)

that

'Pnin,^) - (-1)""' ^ = 0, 1, • ,71

From (35), then,

G'^.r) = ^ t (rVi + •')'ti - •')""'

2" j=o \? /

= ^ [(1 + x) + (1 - .r!)]" = 1

which, again, is not surprising. The details for other values of y seem to

be more tedious, although one expects (41) to yield G'^*(.r) = x''.

Case III: e ^ 1, n = 2e + 1

The Hamming expression in this case:

consists of the first half of the terms in the binomial expansion of

(1 + l)^''+^ The code words in a code of this class are any two n-words

separated by distance n (i.e., two vertices at opposite corners of the

n-cube). The group codes in this class are the "majority rule" codes.f

From (42) we have (using the substitution // = 4)J + 4?/)

(f),^s! (^) denotes the descending fiicloriiil.

"

t The two code words in such a code are (X) • and 11 • 1. An H-word be-

longs to 00 •• if it contains more O's than I's, and to U 1 if it contains more

I's than O's.
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and, without difficulty,

<pX2e, f) = 2" (^^^ ~ ^^) -
^i

(^ - 1)(^ - ^) (^ - 2e + 1)

The roots are 1,3, , 2e — 1, and from (32):

r^'U \ =^ ± f (1 + xm - r)="+'-^ rfg

^ ^^' 2'''27rz ir (^ - 2e - 1)(^ - 1)(^ _ 3) (^ - 2e + 1)

= 2-^'(l + .r)(l + .r)^ - (1 - xn = x' + x'+'

111 the case 7^0 we need the result

from (43). It is then tedious but straightforward to obtain from (35)

= 2-=^-U(l - x) + (1 + .t)]^^+^ - [(1 ~ .r) - (1 + x)?'^'\

= 1 + /'+'

One expects to get

from (41), but verification appears to be complicated.

Case IV: e = \, n = 2' - 1 {t ^ S, i, )
The single error correcting codes of Hamming^ are mcluded here.

(The examples for / = 1, re.sp. t ^ 2, appear under Case II, resp. Ca.se

III, above.) Since n Ls always odd the condition that <pi{n — 1, f)
=

2| — 7( + 1 have an integer root is automatically satisfied. For 7^1
the generating function is

_ (l+g-)" - (1 +.r)""-^^(l -.t)

1 + ,1

from which we have

i(n+l)

1 /AA / i\i^ /M'i - 1)

1 + " l\S/ VaS
- (-l)'M?r h seven
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1 l/n\ , ,.i(.+i) l\{n - 1)

For 7 = 0, Eq. (35) works out as

1 + n

so that

(0)

y^ =
1 + n

;(:).„(-«^-(H'-))
s even

^ {(:)+„(-!)- (l[::;|)}
.odd

Case V: c = 2, n = 90

The double error correcting codes for n = 2, 5 are covered by Cases

II, III, respectively. The discovery that

1 + 90 + K90)(89) = 2'"^

is due to Golay.' We have

2^2(« - 1, ^) ^ (2^ - n + D' - (tt - 1)

with roots

|[n - 1 ± {n - \)']

Since these roots are not iiitegerK when n = 90, there can he no 2-code

for n = 90.* H. S. Shapiro has shown (in unpublished work) that the

Hamming condition for e = 2 is satisfied only in the cases n = 2, 5, 90,

so that the only nontrivial 2-codes are those equivalent to the majority

rule code on 5 places.

Case VI: e = 3, n - 23

Golay^ finds:

1 + 23 + |(23)(22) + (23)(22)(21)/G = 2"

and gives explicitly a 3-code on 23 places of group type. We have

im(>' - 1, ^) = (2^ - n + 1)[(2^ - n + 1)' - {3» - 5)J

and when n ^ 23 wv- verify that the roots are the integers 7, 11, 15.

Computations by the author show that for n < 10'° the Hamming con-

dition for e = 3 holds only wlieii n = 3, 7, 23.

* Tliis settles ii (jiiestion i-iiised by Goliiy, who shows thiit there is no code of

group type in this fase, but not that there is no code at all.
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For e = 4 wo liave

24v^(/i - 1, ^) = [(2^ - n + ]f - CAn - 7)]' - {^n - 30n + 40)

For n ^ 4, 9 this reducca to f he forms given imdor Cases II, III. Pre-

liminary calculations by the author shows that any other solutions of

the Hamming condition for e = 4 must be such that n > 10^", so that

the question of the existence of 4-codes {other than the majority rule

code) is somewhat academic.

Computations of Mrs. G. Rowe of the Mathematical Research De-

partment show that Cases I-^'I co^e^ all cases of the Hamming condition

being satisfied in the range

^ e ^ «, 1 ^ » g 150

Appendix A

From (13) we have

Applying the operator I) ^ —(1 + xfd/dx to both aides of (Al) p

times, there resuHs

^'f" -
^)''(r^)"

* ' = g^'-("' ^)»V(l + x)-"] (A2)

The substitution r = (I + .t) reduces D to rf/dv, so that

7/.r"(l + .ry = ^ (1 - ''Yr--'
dv

s \{ n — s
= piE(-.r:r::)^"(i + .,

p—li

using Leibnitz's rule. We substitute thi.s into Eq. (A2), multiply both

sides of the result by

(I +.r)"-7l - .O'^/p!

(with T arbitrary), and then equate coefficients of ,r' on both sides;

there obtains

2" (" " ') ^U - T, ?) = E (-])'+'..,,(,,,, r; D^Xyi, k) (A3)
\ P / 8=0
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valid for all n, f, t and all non-negative integers p, t, where

">-')=s(:)(:-":)C-:;J <^^'

The coefficients Kp,,(n, r; /) vanish unless s ^ / + p; if n and p — t

are non-negative integers then the coefficients Kp,,{n, t; t) are positive

integers provided i ~ p -\- t ^ s and vanish otherwise. In particular,

(setting r = I, t = e),

2''('''^^^Xn-\,k)= E C-iy'Vc,.,^.(n, ^),P = 1,2,.--,
\ P / f-«-p+i

where we define ^.(n, |) = for s < 0; the kp.s = Kp,,in, 1; e) are

those of (37) of the text. If we multiply v. of (25) by {-1)'-^%..

and sum on s there results (36), since the left hand member of (A5) is

a polynomial multiple of the denominator of the integrand in (25)

.

If the code word of least weight in an e-code is of weight 7, then the

first nontrivial one of the (37) is the one for p = e + 1 - 7, and it

gives (since yy'^ =1)

l^e+l-y .2e+l~7

^ (n - y){n - y — I) - • (n ~ e)

"
(2e + 1 ~ 7)(2e - 7) • • (e + 1)

A necessary condition for the existence of an e-code on n places is that

this expression be a non-negative integer in each case 7 = 0, I, •
, e.

It is not clear, however, that this condition is independent of the one

set forth in the theorem of Section IV.

Appendix B

We give here a relation due to K. M. Case« which shows that the

statement of our main result as it appears in the Abstract heading this

article agrees with the theorem proved in Section IV.

In the defining relation

(1 -h xYH - x)"-' = f: xV/«, r) (Bl)

for the coeflficients (p,(n, r) assume that n and r are integers, multiply

both sides by (-lY (^] 1/, and sum on r, ^ r ^ n. The result is

[(1 - x) - yd + x)r = tti'iy ('') y'x'^.{n, r) (B2)
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Rearrange the left hand member and re-expand it, to get

[(1 - a:) - yd + t)]" = ((1 - y) - x{l + y)]"

= i:(-ir(:).^"(l + .)'(l-.vr-
(J33J

Comparing coefficients of .r"//' in (B2) and (B3), we have, finally,

{-iy(^)^.in,r) ^ i-iyO^^XfKs) U, r, s integers), (B4)

or, changing notation slightly,

\ c )

(with n, e, ^ integers and ^ c, ^ ^ n — 1). Thus il>,('i — 1,^) vanishes

for c different integers ^ then so nuist ip^in — 1, c), at least when e < n.

But ipjCn — 1, e) is the coefficient of .r^ in (1 + .r)''(l — .r)""'"" when this

is written out as a polynomial in x, by definition.
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